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Duff still ranks as one of the highest-paid presidents: survey
JAMES BOOZER

Editor-in-Chief

seventh floors of the new building which is 70,000
square feet more than thei r former space.
During the 1997-98 academ ic year, I ,821 students
anended the Chi cago campus and the university also
has campuses in Evanston, Wheaton, Wheeling and
Elg in.
Herron was widely blamed for the univers ity's financia l difficulties in his last years as
president, according to the Chronicle of

Columbia President John B. DufT re mains one of the
highest-paid private college pres idents according to a
recent s urvey. T he survey, conducted by the Chronicle
of Higher Education, found that in
1997-98, the presi dents of eight private inst itutions earned more than
$500,000 per year in pay and beneHigher Education.
fi ts while 13 others topped $400,000.
H is total compensation for 1997-98 includSixty-one pres idents- about 13 pered retirement pay ments and a severance
package, which will be paid over time.
cent of those in the survey- earned
more than $300,000 according to the
Efforts by the Chronicle to reach schoo l officials a t N LU for comment were unsuccessfuL
survey.
Following DufT on the list of the top paid
Duff's pay and bene fi ts for 1997offi cial s at Columbia is the director of the
98 totalled $392,43 1, whic h was
Institute for Science Education and
lower than wha t he received during
the 1996-97 academic year. Duff's
Communication, Zafra Lerman. Her pay for
JOHN B . DUFF
pay and benefi ts during that period
the 1997-98 period was $179,537 and she
was $407,227 which ranked him as
also received $52,065 in benefits. Lerman
retains the number two spot she held during
the number one person in the category of Master's Un ivers ities and
the 1996-97 academic period.
College 1 and 11.
Columbia's Execut ive Vice President Bert
Institutions in that category otTer a
Gall is listed third with a salary of $1 35, 192
full range o f baccala ureate programs
a nd $3 9,206 in benefits. R. Michael DeSalle,
and are committed to gradua te eduvice pres ident of fi nance received $13 1,575
cation thro ugh the master 's degree
and $38, 159 in benefi ts, and John Mulvany,
according to the Carneg ie
former c hairperson of the Photography and
Fo undation for the Advance ment of
Art De partme nts received $13 1, 142 and
Teaching . They award 20 or more
$38,03 1 in benefits. S urprisi ngly listed six on
master 's degrees in one or more disthe list is Phil ip Kluko ff, associate vice presiciplines.
dent o f Columbi a 2, the college of conti nuing
In the latest survey, DufT moved to
education.
BERT GALL
second place behind Orley R.
Columb ia 2, which began in the spri ng of
Herron, former preside nt of National-Louis University,
1996, is an educational program for professionals inte rwho received $639,694. In October of 1997, Herron
ested in the arts and communications. KlukofT, former
resigned as presidenrafter serving for 20 years.
c hairperson o f the English Department, was asked by
In September, NLU relocated its downtown Chicago
Duff to fill the position of assoc iate vice preside nt.
campus from 18 S. Mich igan to its ne w home at I 22 S.
Mic higan. The university occ upies the second through
SEE SURVEY , PAGE 2
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Info rmation courtesy of the Chronicle of Hi gher Education

Facts & Figures
Columbia College Chicago
1997-98 Revenue:$72 million
•Note: Benefits include
$109,000 in deferred compensation and other
deferred benefits to adjust
for pension·plan revision.

1997-98 Expenditures:$69 million

'96-'97

'97-'98

Pay

Pay

John B. Duff, President

$198,695

Zafra Lerman, Director

$1 62,339

'97-'98
Benefit

$219,598 $172,833$179,537

$52,065

of Science Institute
Albert C. Gall, Executive Vice

$130,751

$135,192

$39,206

President
R. Michael DeSalle, Vice President $124,058 $131 , 142 $38,159
of Finance
John Mulvany, former chair of

$116,810

$131, 142

$38,031

Photography and Art Department
Philip Ktukoff, Associate Vice President,
Columbia 2

(Not fisted)

$131,061

$38,00

Information courtesy of the Chronicle of Higher Education
JAMES BOOZ E R/CHRONICLE

South Loop among the highest-risk college communities in Chicago
DANIELLE HAAS

StafJWriler

Columbia security officer Mike Brown, stationed in the
Wabash building , gives a student a helping hand .
Columbia recently topped a list of Chicago area colleges that were located in high crime areas.

According to a new fede ral Jaw, next fall , by
October 2000, Columbia safety and security statistics will be forced to include crimes committed on
any property adjacent to Columbia campus bui ldings, includi ng the area in front of and beh ind the
buildings.
"Colleges and universities generally report crimes
that occur on campus, but do not include what happens on its borders or on the publ ic streets that run
through the campus," sa id !.Robert Port, whose
com pany, A PB commissioned the campus security
study.
T he 1999 College Community Risk Assessment
was published in Barron's Profile of American
Colleges. Columbia was one of the many urban
schools evaluated in the study.
Columbia 's risk fac tor was a nine out of I 0, on a
scale of one to I0 , with I 0 being the highest.
Columbia ra nked 31 in the list of more than I ,400
Illinois schoo ls as the highest risk. T he University
of Chicago placed two a bove Co lumbi a and DePaul
placed 32.

"Our ana lysis doesn't take you inside the coll ege
walls, but fra nkly, all campuses are pretty safe,"
Port said " But some of them are in sect ions of c ities
that a re deeply troubled. They are surrounded by
soc ial disarray."
Columbia 's c urrent safety and security pamphlet,
publ ished annually, lis ts a total of three campus
c rimes through December 1997. These were two
burglaries and one robbery. These statistics don ' t
reflect crimes committed ofT campus property such
as last year's rape and the recent muggings.
Columbia currently has 30 sec urity officers, contracted through the SDI Security Company as well
as an evening patrol car provided by SOl.
Just thi s past year, Columbia acquired its own
sec urity vehicle, a pickup truck marked with
Columbia's logo. It also roams throughout the
e venings around campus property.
The truck was acqui red shortly after the rape that
occurred last spring.
An escort service was started last spring, as well,
but was discontinued, due to Jack of student interest
in the program . "If 1 were to ge t a fee l for added
interest we could start (the escort service] again,"
S EE SEC URITY , P AGE 2
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News Briefs

I JAM ES BOOZ ER
EDITOR-IN-cHIEF
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Hillary Clinton to run for U.S. Senate in New York

I
C HRI ST OPHER R ICH ERT

I BUSINESS/ ADVERTISING
MANAGER
T R IB U NE M EDIA SERVICES
B ILLY O' K EEFE
: VIEWPOINTS/
N EW M EDIA EDITO R

NE W YO RK - H ill ary Rod ha m C li nton ma de her bid fo r a Senate
scat fro m New York official last week, saying " The answer is ye s, I
intend to run ."
It 's t im e to get moving and get started," s he said. " I' ll be trave ling
around the sta te and campaig n ing." He r li ke ly Repub lican c hallenger
is New York Mayor Rudolph Giulia ni. M rs. Clinto n m ade he r com me nts whi le add ressing a teacher 's union. Ra ndi Weinga rten, head o f
the United Federation o f Teachers, had asked Mrs. C linton, " Is is yes
or is it no?"
Then at a news conference fo llowing the eve nt, she said : " I be lieve
that th is is time for m e to answer a direct quest io n (about he r candidacy) a nd I di d so, because I believe that this campaig n is a bo ut the
issues that people a re ta lking to m e abo ut."
M rs. C linton was in New Yo rk C ity today for her fi rst campa ig nlike a ppearance in the state in two weeks . She ha d bee n in t he M ideast
and Euro pe .

K IMBERLY BR EHM
CAMPU S E DITOR
J ILL L O PRE STI
V ITAUTY EDITOR
B EN JA MIN T'R ECROCI
SPORTS E DITOR
BRIAN C A M PBELL
AsSISTANT E D ITOR
G RAHAM COU CH
, AsS ISTANT E DITOR

I

M ICHAEL O' B RIEN
AssiSTANT E D ITO R

I

1999, TMS Media Services
R OB ERT H ART

PHO TO C OURTESY O F REUTERS

The First Lady gets ready for a showdown
with Rudy Giuliani as she confirmed her
intention to run for U.S. Senate in New York.

PHOTOGRAPH Y EDITOR
B ILL M A N L EY
DONN IE SEA LS J R .

$500,000 to assist new Columbia students

AsSISTANT PHOTOGRAPHY
EDITO RS

Bridge program must be completed, but open admission policy not threatened

I

A MY A ZZARITO
C O PY CHIEF

MARY BETH COOPER

Staff Writer

! CARRIE B RITTAIN
I COPY EDITOR

Columbia has received a federal grant of
$500,000 to expand and strengthen its student retention program. Some of the
money wi ll be used for a bridge program
and to insure that all new students will be
connected with the departments and services that they need to success fully stay at
the college.
The bridge program will be designed for
students who experience difficulty with the
challenges of college studies but still want
to attend.
" I have a lways been a strong believer in
the open admiss ions policy," said Dr. John
Duff, president of Co lumbia. " I'm in favor
of spending some money o n students who

I VALERIE DANNER

I C o py EDITOR

I M ELODY E . RODGERS
COPY E DITOR
J IM S ULSKI
FACULTY ADVISER

: THE COLUMBIA C H R O N ICLE IS A

I

S TUOE NT· PRODUC E O P U B LIC ATION

OF' COLU M B IA COLLEGE C H IC AGO
Af-10 DOES NOT NECESSARY RE P-

1

need help in the beginn ing."
According to Duff, the policy would still
offer students open admiss ion to Columbia,
but would require some new students to
take preparatory classes to ensure they are
ready to comply with Col umbia's academ ic
regimen .
Duff explained the federal funding associated with the bridge program. "I' m happy
to say that we' re going to receive $500,000
from the federal government," he said.
Discussion of the validity of the open
admissions po li cy is no t new. According to
Duff, discussion regarding the open admissions policy began before the NCA (North
Central Association) evaluatio n of
Columbia last April.
Dean Caroline Latta said that talk of the
policy was initiated fo llowing a self-study

conducted by Columbia. "The NCA asked
us to address the question based on the fact
that we brought the issues to light before
the facts ," Latta said.
As a result, the college formed "The Blue
Ribbon Comm ittee" in June 1998 to determine the fate of the open admissions policy.
Latta and Du ff, both members of the 16person committee, say it is expected to
issue a fi na l report soon.
"The association recommends that we
come to a conclusion by June of next year,"
Duff said.
Committee members are reluctant to d iscuss the open admissio ns policy. " It's hard
before the reports come from the committee
to get into specifics, so it's hard to comment on the repo rt," Latta said.

RESENT , IN WH OL E O R IN PART ,
T HE VIEWS O F CO L U MB IA
COLLEGE ADM IN IS TRATORS ,

I
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Klukoff's salary for 1997-98 was 13 1,06 1 and he received
$38,007 in benefi ts. This is the fi rst ti me Klukoffwa s listed in the
survey. He replaced Lya Rosenblum, vice president/dean of the
graduate school, who was listed in the 1996-9 7 survey. Effort s by
the Chronicle to reach Duff and Klukoff for comment were unsuccessfu l.
The survey is based on information o btained by the Chronicle of
1/ig her Education from the Interna l Revenue Service Form 990
whi ch was fil ed by 475 pri vate colleges listed in the survey for
1997-98. During the 1996-97 academic period, a new federal law
went into effect that allows the IRS to impose large fi nes on offic ials of non-profit o rgani7..ations who bene fi t from rece iving sizable amounts of money and sweetheart deals.
Form 990 is considered by many 10 be !he best source ava ilable

for finan cial information on private colleges. However, it does not
provide a clear answer due to the lack of knowledge on how to
complete the form. The form lists the finances of tax-exempt
organizations, their revenue, and a list of the top paid offi cials of
the organization.
According to the survey, co lleges are expected to list on the
Form 990 the tota l co mpensation, benefits, and expense prov isions
for key administrators and the fi ve highest-paid employees. The
IRS instructions say "compensation" should include sa laries,
bonuses and severance payments paid in the current year.
" Benefits" should include medical and insurance benefits and
other payments such as future retirement funds. Housing and cars
should be incl uded under "expenses" a long with expense
a llowances.
The Chronicle of Hig her Education requested the tax info rmation from the 485 private colleges that are categorized by the
Ca rnegie Foundation as Research Universities I and ll, Doctorial
Uni versities I and II , Master's Universities and Colleges I and ll.
and Baccalaureate Co lleges I.

CA>41"US: 31 2-3 44- 7255

I

ViEWPOINTS :

3 I 2 -3 44- 7250

V mu.rTY lAbE l : 3 1 2 -3 4 4 - 752 1
S PORTS :

3 I 2 -3 4 4 - 7 060

PHo-TOGRAPHY: 3 I 2 -344 - 7 732
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Security
CoNTINUED fROM FRONT PAOE

W E B ADD R ESS :

\aid Colurnhia Public Safetyand Securily Director Martha Sheegan.

'ffW H CCC HJIItO HICL£ .C O M

dirct.:tor of \ Ccu ri ty at Co lumbia , Jose (ial lcgas sai d "Education is

lhe key." Oi lier' lhi nk it s jusl plain common sense. " If' you're
E - MAI L :
Forro " (rljccc•m o utCLe.: COM

applying to a campus that's in a rural area, yo u know it 's relatively
crime free. That's not roc ket sci ence," said James Ahm Fox, a
crimina l j ustice professor with No rthcastcm University in Boston.
Sheegan ag reed with Ga llegas: "Community uwnrencss is a big
" •ctur. It has to be an inside e no rt, as opposed to an o utside force.
You can't have a police o ffi cer on every single corner o f the block.
It's a caring about each other approach."

Around Campus
Columbia becomes a scholarship
partner with Latino Art Beat

Students in John Ardent's 3-D design class dig in bins of quick drying plaster in order
to make casts for carving sculpture in the round.

Sun-Times writer tells budding
journalists to show spark
lines were, but I could see the barriers as clearly as if
they were built of bricks... this man could do a lot to
improve the racial climate in Chicago."
Chicago Sun-Times columnist and Columbia graduate
She told the Chronicle, " Race relations [in Chicago]
are improving in some areas, although there is still a lot
Mary Mitchell told Columbia students how she quit her
day-job to study journalism and put in endless effort to
of tension between groups. People are separated outside
get to where she is today. She was speaking at the
of the workplace, and there are segregated communities.
Freshman Seminar lecture series.
There is no such thing as an integrated school system.
Mitchell graduated from Columbia in 1991, having
But there is less racial tension/'
switched her major to Journalism from Creative Writing
When Sun-Times reporters gave guest lectures whi le
and Poetry. "I was much older than other students,"she
she was at Columbia, Mitchell asked what they thought
said. "I had a Marshall Field's credit card bill." She
about her going to school and working. "They said you
have to risk everything. There are far more people looktaught Opinion Writing at Columbia for one semester in
ing for jobs [in journalism] than there are jobs. So I quit
1997 and said she was always happy to come back.
my job. I had to wear a hat
Having interned at the Sun-Times
in 1990, she was offered a job and
because I could never [afford to]
began writing her column in 1996.
get my hair done."
She is also on the editorial board.
Mitchell said that most of the
"Being on the editorial board is
skills which serve her well are
great, people come to you humble.
not the "textbook things" she
It's an honor to be on the board. 1
learned at Columbia. She went
grew up in Chicago, in public
to every seminar she cou ld, all
housing," Mitchell said. "They
over the Midwest, acquiring contacts. "By the time 1 left
hire you not just because you write
Columbia, everyone knew my
well, but for your whole experience. My biggest thrill is getting
- - -- name, including people from the
respect for my voice. The way I
~~~0::::~ Sun-Times and Tribune. I was a
phrase things is unique to me. I
hot property."
can only write like Mary Mitchell."
Her internship at the Sun"Once I take a stand, I have to
L----------------' 7imes saw her enter a newsroom
defend that position with examples," Mitchell said.
for the first time, at age 40, never having worked on
"Everyone has their own opinion, and if people don't
deadline. "People knew I was at a disadvantage.
agree with you, you can't take it to heart." She disHaving a family was not an asset. At holidays, people
agreed with the recent stance taken by Rev. Jesse
traded with me, so 1 could spend time with my family.
Jackson and parents in Decatur. She accused them of
But the management needed to see I had spark. While
"putting race over reason,"and wrote that "the seven
everyone else was having a great summer, 1 was workblack male students who were expelled for brawling at a ing away. Yet I ended up with more front page stories
football game were wrong."
than anyone else. I got a leg up on everyone else. On
She told students "I sometimes have to disagree with
Graduation Day in '9 1, when everyone was th inking
what a lot of other African-Americans are saying, like
about what they'd do next, I could say I had a job at the
The Defender. With Jesse Jackson, I had to say 'hold
Sun-Tzmes."
on a minute ... "' On readers responding to her columns,
Mitchell told students that they must rise above the
Mitchell added, "Readers may resent my voice. I get
competition, if they hope to get a job in the media.
40 to 50 E-mails a day. Sometimes people tell me off,
"With an opening in the Sun-Tzmes or Tribune, there wi ll
sometimes I answer."
be 40 or 50 responses to the position. This will go down
Another of her columns welcomed the appointment of
to I 0. That I 0 are the people you are competing against.
Don Baylor as the new Cubs coach. " I grew up very
You've got to bring something extra to the table. If
aware of the invisible lines that separated Chicago
you're like everyone else, you won't be remembered."
neighborhoods. No one actually told me where those
BRIAN CAMPBELL

Assistant Editor

Columbia has joined with Latino Art Beat, a nonprofit organization that encourages the artistic talents of young high school artists, as a scholarship
partner. The school also will play an active role in
city-wide art competitions held by Latino Art Beat
which awards its winners monetary
prizes, grants and scholarships.
Loyola University will play host to a concert on
Dec. 3 to raise funds for the Latino Art Beat scholarship fund. Next year, Columbia plans to start
awarding advanced art competition winners full
scholarships.
Some of the funds have been earmarked for a
new Latino Art Beat art training center. The
center will be built in the Little Village area and will
offer free art instruction to underprivileged High
School student artists.

Photography Department
announces winners of juried
competition
The Photography Department recently held a
juried competition to produce limited editions of
12'x18' digital prints for four of its faculty members
and three of its graduate students. The review jury
was composed of Nancy Fewlers, assistant director of the Museum of Contemporary Photography,
Thomas Shirley and Peter Thompson, both faculty
members of the department.
The work of Jane Calvin, Liz Chilsen , Tim Long,
Melissa Pinney (part-time faculty members),
Colleen Dahlberg, Alex Fradkin and Carolyn Otto
(graduate students) was selected by the review
jury.
The winners will be the guest of Black Box, the
digital production company, to tour their facilities
and review the Indigo printing process. They will
also receive technical support from the
Photography Department's digital imaging staff to
help prepare original work for digital conversion.
The printing of the winner 's work of limited editions
will be on site at the Black Box before being
placed in the Museum of Contemporary
Photography's print study room for teaching purposes.

eFollett.com offers students
chance to win concert tickets and
COs
College students interested in a chance to win
both concert tickets and COs should check out
eFollett.com on the Internet. Students can enter to
win online or by completing an entry form which
can be obtained at the campus bookstore.
efolett.com is promoting its foray into the music
business by offering titles from the The College
Top 50, Billboard's Top 25 and Hot Picks. To find
which COs are being sold, simply click onto the
"music" link on the Web site. Students will be able
to listen to music selections as well as order their
picks.
In addition to selling the current top COs, efollett.com is promoting upcoming concert tours from
today's most popular groups. As well as giving a
listing of when your favorite artists w ill be in town,
the Web site will offer chances to win free tickets.
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Students must be in full compliance by this deadline. Once this
deadline passes, a $50 fine will be applied to the student's
account. Documentation must be submitted to the RECORDS
OFFICE (Main Bldg .. Room 611) by this deadline.
PLEASE NOTE: A $50 fine will be assessed each semester the student
does not comply with the state's law on immunizations.

FULL and HALF-TIME students must have the following documentation
to the Records Office:

.._ 1 Tet-a.,..v! Diphthevia (withi.,.. the l-a!t te.,.. ye-av!)
fovei<j"' >tvd.e"'t> "'eecJ. 1 rcJ. >hot> Co"'e withi"' the l4>t 10 ye4V})

1 !hot! o{ Mea!le! (-a pvif""avy -a.,. c-A a !eco.,..c-A-avy)
1 c-Ao!e o{ Rvbell-a
•

•

'

ONCE THE $50 FINE HAS BEEN ENFORCED, THE STUDENT MAY PARTICIPATE IN A
PROGRAM THAT WILL HELP THEM BECOME COMPLIANT BY THE NEXT SEMESTER(SPRING 2000)

IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS will be held:
monday nov. l.Q. 1QQQ /rom l.:OO to 6:00
Tue~day nov. 30. 1QQQ /rom 10:00 to 3:00
Wedoe~day De<. 1. 1QQQ /rom 10:00 to 3:00
Ttwr~day De<. l.. 1QQQ /rom 10:00 to 3:00

SPRING EARLY
. REGISTRATION
.
Spring 2000 Early Registration for continuing students
(only) begins Novemb~r 29, 19E?9 and ends December 10,
1999. Registration information wil.l be mailed out to all
students within the first two weeks of November.

TO ALL STUDENTS
If you have changed your address or if you are not sure
. that the address on file is correct you should go to the
Records office and inquire or correct the address on file.
To qualify for Early Registration, you must be a
Continuing student .(currently enrolled) .
.

New students do not qualify for Early Registration.

VO.I D DATE
Students who ear'iy register for the Spring 2000 will
have" until Dece'mber 17, _1 999 to sign their Bursar
_c ontracts. Students who do not sign their contracts
. by thi~ deadline,will have their classes dropped . .

EDITORIAL

And justice for all?
Should students be forced to help fund groups that
are at odds with their beliefs? That is a question that is
goi ng to need to be answered by the Un ited States
Supreme Court .
The U. S. Supreme Court met last week to grapp le
with this issue because of a case that came from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. At that school, a
group of conservative students sued the school to stop
their activity fees from going to organizations that
they found objectionable, such as the International
Socialist Organization, the Campus Women's Center
and the Madison AIDS Support Network.
The students feel that funding groups they don 't
support is a direct violation of their I st Amendment
rights. They don't want to give their tuition dollars,
which are hard to come by, to private organizations
that engage in political and ideological speech that
they oppose.
In our opinion, the justices on the Supreme Court
don't need to take a lot of time discussing this issue.
Why should a student be forced to support all groups
just because they are allowed to form at their school?
Don't get us wrong. We at the Chronicle believe that
everyone should have the right to form a group at and
be recognized by their school. For example, although
we may not agree with thei r beliefs, we would support
a Neo-Natzi group's right to band together and meet at
Columbia. They would have a right to be recognized
by our school as a legitimate group. But that does not
mean we would want to have to fund that group. If
they believe so strongly in their own ideologies let
them pay for it.
College is expensive. Many are denied the opportunity to receive higher education because of lack of
funds. Students are never asked where their tuition

dollars should go. We don't get to decide teacher
salaries. We don 't get to chose whether or not our
school buys yet another build ing in the ever-growing
South Loop. We don 't have a vo ice in the decision to
buy more computers or to build a student center.
What we as students do have a choice in is whether
or not to join or support the groups around campus.
Only we can decide if we want to be a part of the
Black Journalists of Columbia. Only we can chose to
join S.U.M. and try to make a difference here at our
school. Only we can determine if a group li ke
C.U.M .A. needs our help.
Why should a college be able to dictate where our
dollars go and which groups are to be supported. Is
this constitutional? We think not. As a I st Amendment
right, groups should be able to speak freely and have
forums to do so. As for the right of students we should
be able to dec ide where our tuition dollars go.
There are ample opportun ities for groups to
fundraise on their own without dabbling in educational expenses. Every year tuition increases and the students are left wondering why. If groups continue to
expand and form who wi ll draw the line regarding
expenses? In order to control where our money goes,
students have every right to at least vote on whether or
not an institution should spend tuition costs on campus
organizations and activities.
Universities involved in the trial feel that the students are asking them to do something against the traditions that have been around for many, many years.
Times have changed and school policies should reflect
that. Tuition has increased, groups have emerged and
student's rights are threatened.
And about that justice for all? We ' ll see what the
courts say.
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"I feel safe in the buildings, but
not in the general vicinity. There
are too many vagrants"

"I never feel thre a tened so I
g uess I never gave it much
thought."

John Re,an

Johnanna Moya
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"The walk from the Wabash
building to the "L" stop is scary
at night."
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"In the bu ilding it's OK, but a t
night they should have more
security in c a se you want an
escort."
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You'll shoot your
eye out
I

knew it was that Yuletide time of year a couple of
weeks ago, when I got the annual heavily-decorated
envelope from my credit card company in the mail,
exclaiming "open immediately!" Yes, I was declared a valued and responsible costumer, and therefore entitled to a $500
increase in my credit limit-oh, and just in time for the holidays, they happily added! Imagine
my shock and utter delight! They
value me so much that they want me
to rack up a major debt all in the
name of holiday cheer. Cha-ching.
It' ll be so much easier to purchase
that perfect gift for grandma now!
Maybe it's j ust me, but it seems
the holiday season starts earlier and
earlier every year. I'm sure those
bigwigs at Citibank don't mind.
Nowadays, C hristmas decorations
VALERIE DANNER
precede the Halloween ones and the
funny thing is, most people don't
CoPY EDITOR
seem to mind. In fact, a friend of
my mom 's was just bragging the
other day how she had almost all of her holiday gifts purchased. Gulp. This was before the Thanksgiving feast, m ind
you. Of course it freaks Mom out since she hasn't even been
shopping for gifts yet. So instead ofjust kicking back and not
worrying about it, she only gets herself in a !-don't-have-anygifts-for-anybody-yet frenzy.
When I drove by my local mall on the two weekends
before Thanksgiving, the parking lot was practically overflowing with eager-to-spend shoppers. By the time the season is over, they are probably going to have a cramp in their
hands after signing all of those credit card receipts.

If you ask me, the psychology behind
all this hoopla is that people are trying
to capture that warm and fuzzy sitting
by the fire Yuletide-feeling earlier
because it is just that-warm and
fuzzy.
Not that l mind that the holidays are here by the beginning
of October. When l see outside lights in the beginning of
November, I don't completely shutter. If you ask me, the psychology behind all this hoopla is that people are trying to capture that warm and fuzzy sitting by the fi re Yuletide-feelmg
earlier because it is j ust that- warm and fuzzy. It makes them
happy. They simply want that euphoria to come sooner and
last longer. Nothing wrong with that, right?
It certai nly makes your local mall happy. If they have a
market willing to deck the halls when there are still leaves on
the trees, they aren 't ones to cry about it. The green they see
ain't the needles on those artificial trees babe.
That's just the thing. When did this warm and fuzzy feeling equate itself with finding that perfect gift? It seems ~ore
and more people just stress themse lves out about the holoday
shopping instead of enjoying the season for what it is-a time
to be close to people that you care about. Instead we're all
out looking for that great present that j ust screams Aunt
Sally's name, and worried that we won't find the latest
Beanie-Pokemon-talking-Furby fo r Bobby Jo.
OK, call me a sentimental nerdy birdy. But when I ·was
younger, my happy holiday memories involved me sitting
near the tree and toasting some marshmallows over the fire.
Sure I loved the Barbie that Santa brought, but what I miss
most about Christmas nowadays are those times curled up in
front of the fire, just being around the relatives and getting
dressed up in my nice holiday attire to go to Christmas Eve
mass. l actually didn 't want Christmas day to come simply
because it meant that the season would be winding down. It
would depress me.
Those days are over for me now, but this time of year, I
think of them with every flashing Christmas bulb I see. I
would trade in that new sweater that I might get this year for
some of those times back in a heartbeat.
So just remember, whi le you're out fighting the holiday
crowds and standing in line to grab some of that oh so
scrumptious food court grub, think abo ut what your grandma
would prefer- some on-sale turtleneck from Marsha ll Field's
or a promise to spend a day with her and chat over some coffee. Sometimes findi ng the perfect gift is easier than you
think.
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A couple of weeks ago, I walked down the platform at the Cumberland "L" stop and
noticed something new. Hanging from the rafters, at separate ends of the platform, were
two electro nic marquees that resembled your common stock ticker or scoreboard. At that
poi nt in time, both displayed a message in the form of"Don't smoke on CTA property."
The exact words elude me.
Why these words elude me is a mystery, since this o ne
crummy message is all these crazy signs, which now hang in
several CTA stations around the Chicago area, want to say.
Like a suburban yokel experiencing public transportatio n
for the first time, I stood and stared, waiting for the message on
the sign to change. But wh.en the message disappeared, the
same message replaced it. My train pulled into the station, but I
just stood there, waiting for the stupid sign to say something
else. When my train left, I still stood there, mesmerized by th is
total misuse of circuits which served a purpose that some dumb
cardboard sign could carry out just as nicely.
I a lmost missed a second train, but hopped on at the last
BILLY O'KEEFE
minute. This is a true story. I also like shiny things that make
VIEWPOINTS/NEW
noises.
MEOlA EDITOR
So now, the twelve dollar question: Will we really miss this
on January I st? If all the escalators, PalmPi lots and electronic
letter openers (as if the manual variety is even that necessary) go down in a blaze of notquite glory on the fi rst of the year, should we really be sad?
I for one can't wait to fi nd out. In this day and age, we are allowed almost no escape
from constant e-mails, faxes and enough ringing cell phones to wake the Bears, Chicago
o r otherwise, from their annual winter hibernation. Even the weekend offers no relief, as
our own appliances turn on us as deceitful monitoring devices. And in the case of those
who don't have access to any of these supposed conveniences, the gap between them and
the rest of society is growing to immense levels. The modern world is leaving people out
like never before.
Previously, death was pretty much the only break we had from this mess. Now, with
the whole Y2K bug crawling up everybody's arm, there's another way.
In case you still don't know (and what's the matter with you?), the Y2K bug is this
whole big electronic debacle that may or may not fool computer systems and various
garage door openers into thinking it's 1900 instead of2000. This will cause major appliances to reset themselves, malfunction, run rampant and eat your family. Buildings will
fall because they want to, people will explode, the sun will roll into your house. All this
because you can't launch Microsoft Office. Nice going.
The good news, if all this really amounts to anyth ing (and, according to NBC's
poignant "Y2K: The Movie," it will do all that and more): No unnecessary e-mail, no bad
TV, no faxes of any kind-none of that swine for as little as a few days and as long as a
few weeks. For a too-short period of time, there will be no such thing as conference calls,
cyber sex or "Veronica's C loset." Tell me that doesn't get your mojo rising. It has to.
O r so I'd like to think. In reality, here we are, 9rying maml!la because of the supposed
chaos that lies ahead. Never mind that the greatest chaos will come not from fall ing
planes and nuclear missi les going bananas, but from people going off like gunpowder
and emptying their bank accounts, hoarding canned food and screaming blo9dy murder
while running in eight directions at once. What wi ll the messiah think if he really does
return that night? I for one would be pretty annoyed if some wayward microwave stole

my big night, but that's another completely offensive column altogether.
Don't get me wrong. I love getting e-mail, and when my goofy little Web site welcomed its IOO,OOOth viewer last weekend, I was thri lled. Conan O'Brien's show is the
closest thing I have to nightly mass, and the only thing better than a ham and turkey sandwich is a grilled ham and turkey sandwich. Electricity is a wonderful thing, and shunning it isn't nearly as cool or practical as the Unabomber makes it out to be. Don't listen
to that Unabomber. He's trouble.
But as the Lone Ranger or "Blossom's" Joey Lawrence would say: Whoa! Let's get a
grip here.
For years, we lived
without remote controls, VCRs and online
pornography. Now, we
can't. In I 0 years we'll
probably feel the same
way
about
cable
modems, digital music
players-even
that
ridiculous TiVO, which
is what happens when
you combine the wonders of the VCR and
deep-pocketed people
who j ust don't have
time in their busy days
for thinking or memory
skill s.
Will we perish if
our gadgets are taken
away
from
us?
Probably not, but a lot
of us will want to. Too
bad too, because sun- ~ th.l~ handy pie chartJ~ows, man actually
light and precipitation
liVed long time wlt6o~ electricity.
don't run on batteries,
and you don't need to Source; Common Knowledge
plug in a garden to
watch it grow. In fact,
you don't even need a modem to play network games with friends. It's called playing outside, and it's taking place in an open field near you.
If the worst thing that happens to you on New Year's Day is that your lousy spreadsheet disappears or that the garage door falls off its rocker and smashes your favorite
trash can, consider yourself lucky. Without getting into the millions of reasons why,
everyone can agree that li fe could be much worse than a bum computer, especially when
you consider that most of them don't work that well in the first place. Mine crashed three
times while I tried to write this ridiculous column .
If by some freak design all of our e lectricity disappears within the next couple
months, it will be a big ol' shame-but only because we made it so. You will live on the
Jan. 2. How you live is up to you.
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• Cincinnati
• Kansas City
• Buffalo/Niagara

from
from
from

$29
$39
$49

www. flyv anguard.com
Open 24 Hours a Day

• Pittsburgh
• Minn./St. Paul
• Dallas/Ft. Worth
• Atlanta
• Denver
• Myrtle Beach

from
from
from
from
from
from

$49
$59
$69
$79
$79
$99

* Restrictions apply. Prices do not include $2.25 per segment FET. 28-day
advance purchase required . Fares are non-refundable. Blackout dates
apply. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights. Prices
are subject to change and do not include PFC's of up to $12 round trip.
More circuitous routings will require additional per segment charges .
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If the state of Indiana had a soundtrack, Chamberlain would
be on it. This four-piece from our neighbor state gave a
performance at Lincoln Avenue's Elbo Room last wee k
support of their 1998 release The Moon, My Saddle.
like "Racing Cincinnati" and "Until the Day Burns Down"
conjured up a crisp Midwestern fall day, describing the
sky and of course the many complexities of love. On
of a Heart," vocalist David Moore sings, "You took a
ride through Illinois and found yourself alone/ The Midwest
no place for a queen but I'm here so it's home."
lyrical and vocal tendencies unmistakably resemble
Hoosier John Mellencamp, but perhaps with an added
of the Counting Crows. Although the band doesn't cite
I MF!IIF•nr.::~mn as an influence, the similarity may have something
with Chamberlain recording at Mellencamp's guitarist's
in Bloomington, Ind . The band also got some help on
from Mellencamp's keyboardist.
this mature, rural-rock sound, it's hard to imagine these
the old angst-ridden punk band, Split Lip. But before
n"rnn"'""'n was Chamberlain, singer David and guitarist
Rubenste in made a name for themselves playing at VFW
and community centers in the tightly knit punk scene of
'90s. Moore describes the transition from the erratic
Lip sound to Chamberlain's pathos-i nspired material as a
of coming of age. He says that as the guys got older, they
closer to
their own voice.

'We stick to more traditional song structures now as opposed
to older stuff we did. W ith Split Lip and that scene, a lot of the
song structure goes against the grain." Along with returning to
more,traditional structures, the band has also come home to
the music they grew up with. "We started getting back to the
stuff we heard as kids on Saturday mornings while our parents
were cleaning the house," he said. "More folky stuff like Dylan
and Cat Stevens. We'd also listen to old Motown records, soul
music and some blues."
Since the release of The Moon, My Saddle on Dog House
Records, the band has enjoyed some success both at home
and abroad. They have toured the United States four or five
times and Europe once. But you needn't go far to see them
now. They'll be in Chicago at the Beat Kitchen on Nov. 30.
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2000 Minute dance party
PATRICIA OROZCO

Staff Writer
As the end of the year nears, Chicago begins to prepare itself for the coming
of the new millennium with special celebrations underway, including a 2000minute dance party.
· As part of Chicago's three-year millennium celebration, "Chicago: For th e
Time of Your Life," the Department of Cultural Affairs is coordinating a 2000minute dance bash. Chicagoans and visitors are in vited to participate in
" Dance 'til the Dawn of the New Millennium" beginning Dec. 31, at 9 a.m .
through 6:20 p.m . on Jan. 1. The rest of the celebration will run through 2001 .
Community centers, dance clubs, hotels and museums wi ll host the 200
dance groups taking part in the event in nearly 100 locations.
In the midst of the celebration, the public will also be offered dance lessons.
These will include lessons in ballet, belly dancing, the camel walk, the
charleston, flamenco , the Jitterbug, jazz, hip-hop, rumba , salsa, swing and lnsh
step dancing .

Aside from these dance lessons, a dance film festival , a "dance slam," and a
dance marathon w ill be included in the event's highlights. Three films will be
included in the dance film festival.
''There will also be a live demonstration of that particular dancing (in the
film)," said Program's Associate , Sara Berliner. Stormy Weather wi ll be shown
at noon, Hairspray at 2 p.m. and Dance with Me at 4 p.m. at the Chicago
Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St., in the Randolph Cafe .
"It [the Dance Countdown] will feature 30 Chicago dance groups who will
each have four minutes to perform their last dance of the millennium," said
Selinger.
The cost of the event will depend on wh ich act1vity you participate in and
what place you will attend. The prices vary from five dollars to $15, and some
are even free.
Those interested in finding out more about the event can pick-up a 2000minute party planner at the Chicago Cultural Center, visitor information centers,
libraries and ?-Eleven stores, or call (312) 742-2001 .
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First nations 6th Annual native American Film & Video Festival
BRIAN CAMPBELL

Assistant Editor

NAN/BAA , David Grotell, produced by the Rock Point Community School,
Navajo, 1999, starring Tara Arnold and Carleen Harvey.
Set in Rock Point, "Navajo," a contemporary film, follows the eponymous
heroine, as she contemplates leaving the reservation (the Rez ). Nanibaa has
no desire to stick around , having been accepted by a prep school. Her fam ily
and teacher strongly oppose her leaving ("you'll forget what is sacred about
here"), so she and a friend borrow her dad's car to take a trip into the outside
world, to meet her "internet guy."
Fate pops his head around the door to decide that the two teenagers vow to
go home, without meeting the unknown quality of the Internet guy. Fate has
nothing to do tonight, so he now decides that Nanibaa should lose her money,
forcing the duo to look up Mr. On-line for help. He unfortunately turns out to be
a very scary version of Lyle Lovett, with "Smack My Bitch Up' by the Prodigy
setting the scene, as the girls escape his ugly clutches.
They make it back to the Rez, and the message is hammered home that this
is where they belong. "We're back home and the holy people are with us
again." This is fine and well, but our heroine's mother is such an awful actress
that Nanibaa should most definitely have gone to that prep school.
IMAGES OF INDIANS, Phil Lucas. Presented by Will Sampson (One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest)
"Native Americans can be reduced to ignorant savages, merely by the language used about them." - Will Sampson . "Images of Indians" documents the
racial stereotyping in westerns. This series may be twenty yea rs old, but it
applies as much now as it ever did. No matter what developments occur
regarding the portrayal of Native Americans in the media, the fact is that
Hollywood made over 2000 fi lms on cowboys and Indians since 1913, with
most derogatory towards Indians .
As "Images of Indians" confirms, natives were consistently portrayed as "sav-

age warriors, renegades . vicious murderers. not quite humans, merciless
scalpers, in full feather head-dress." The American Indian Movement called
Hollywood · one of the most vicious institutions which has hurt the Indian people ... it is making money out of Indians being killed in films."
Movies such as "The Wild Dakotas," ·The Searchers," "Winterhawk" and "A
Man Called Horse' suggest that the white man is infinitely superior. "Until
changes come, natives will have to contend with the myths." Jim Ford is
accused of racism in his films. In " The Searchers·, Ford suggested that
lengthy contact with Indians makes people go insane.
Movie quote: "D'y'ever see what Indians do when they get a white woman?"
This is the legacy that Hollywood has left the Indian people. The negative
effect on the people is inevitable, especially on the youngsters , who would see
the Indians as the bad guys. Reaction of whites to natives and their beliefs is
compared to the reaction in movies of aliens to humans. "For most, the native
American is invisible, unless he looks like the Hollywood Indian."
"Images .. ." points out that customs such as the sacred pipe ritual are often
portrayed wrongly in movies, applying to the wrong tribe, or entirely made up
for cinematic effect. "They show us doing things that never were." The cultural
life of the native is not understood. Few films portray the native man as having
feelings, as loving his wife and children.
Native women are stereotyped beyond belief. Native American actresses
never get roles playing secretaries. Without fail, they play "slaves with no
sense." Indian men and women have always been equal, women always had
the vote, and sometimes made decisions in war, according to "Images .." They
are never portrayed as human beings, but rather "caricatures like Mickey
Mouse or Donald Duck." We are reminded that native women in westerns are
either beautiful 17-year-olds or fat matron-like 60-year-olds .
"Will Sampson played the first non-stereotypical role, with wit and intelligence. It is still the finest role ever played by a Native American," said the
"Images of Indians" co-producer.
If anything supports the view that westerns grossly misrepresented Native
Americans, it is the claim that Hitler was influenced by reading western novels.
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..Sieepv Hollow"
I

EDELCOFFEY

Staff Writer

The opening scene of Tim Burton 's new movie, • Sleepy Hollow," gives us a
taste of the fear, conspiracy and gruesome murder that lie in wait for the innocent viewer. lchabod Crane (Johnny Depp), a bumbling and girlish constable
from New York City is sent to the remote village of Sleepy Hollow to investigate
a spate of murders, in which all the victims are beheaded.
After an eerie two-day coach drive, lchabod arrives in Sleepy Hollow where
he first sets eyes on Katrina Van Tassel (Christina Ricci) with whom he promptly falls in love. With her white steed, golden locks and magic spells of protection, Ricci is the princess in this story-a bit of a character change for her.
In classic Burton style, the world of ·Sleepy Hollow" is wonderfully created and
has the same otherworldly atmosphere as his Gotham City in Batman and
post-modern suburbia in Edward Scissorhands. The set of gnarled trees, the
creeping mist, the omnipresent twilight and the18th century costumes all combine to complete the fairytale quality of "Sleepy Hollow."
The headless horseman (with head, played by Christopher Walken ) is a formidable nemesis, a medieval version of Schwarzenegger's invincible enemy in
Terminator 2. Tim Burton makes the most of the horseman scenes with the
camera trained on thundering hooves and unsheathed sword. The pace of the
scenes gives a sense of the horseman's supernatural speed and also the feeling of helplessness in running from such a spirit.
The symbolism in the film is linked nicely to some of its major themes, while
at the same time it creates a deep emotional tie between lchabod and Katrina.
lchabod's talisman, a two-sided card with a red cardinal on one side and a
cage on the other, was given to him by his mother. The cardinal represents his
mother, a free and beautiful bird, while the cage represents the evil men who
executed her as a witch. When

..End of oavs"

TOM SNYDER

Correspondent

There is a biblical quotation that appears repeatedly throughout Director
Peter Hyam's new star vehicle for Arnold Schwarzenegger "End of Days:· "And
when the thousand years has ended, Satan shall be loosed from his prison."
-- Revelations, 20:7
And, boy is that devil horny! After assuming human form (Gabriel Byrne) in a
restaurant bathroom, Mr. Smooth, Suave Satan approaches a beautiful blonde
and gropes, fondles and madly ravages her mouth as a dinner guest sits in
stunned disbelief.
Why the unnecessary PDA (Public Display of Affection)? I guess he is practicing for his big moment with innocent, young Christine York (Robin Tunney).
It must be carried out during the fi nal hour before the year 2000, which is the
moment he will insert his key to the gates of Hell and end all existence.
Sound like a corny gimmick? Well, it is, but despite the weak direction of
an even weaker script, "End of Days" does have a few moments that weren't
all laughably horrible.
As Jericho Cane, an ex-NYC cop with a love for the bottle and a guilty
conscience, Schwarzenegger does his limited best with a handful of grim looks
and meant-to-be witty one-liners, but he really isn't the right man for such
a serious role . But then again, "End of Days" is clearly an action film and
who better to beat some Hellish-ass than good old muscle-mad Arnold?
Also, worth mentioning is Stan Winston Studio's stellar job of creating some
eye-popping creature effects and Gabriel Byrne's playing turn as that darkest
of dark lords. You can tell from the gleam in Byrne's eye that he relished
every second of the role. Looking cool and walking that bad-boy,

lchabod comes across a dead
cardinal in a witch's cave, he
recognizes it as an omen.
There is a major romantic
theme here, and Burton
remains aware of it. The
tongue-in-cheek delivery of
romantic lines and scenes
demolishes any sense of real
romance between lchabod and
Katrina. One can only assume
that this method was chosen
because Burton is too much of
a cynic to deal with romance seriously, which in some ways is petty because
there is a good love story in here somewhere. However, on another level it
works because it is in the same style as the humor to be found elsewhere in
the film. lchabod is merely an apprentice detective but is unwilling to admit
this, least of all to these superstitious and backward folk of "Sleepy Hollow."
He is anxious to appear the logical and reasonable city sophisticate and
attempts to add credibility to this image by making obvious conclusions only
after using his intricate self-designed implements and chemicals. His cowardly
antics also provide a source of humor and ridicule, just enough to cancel out
his arrogance and make him a likeable character.
• Sleepy Hollow" takes the best bits of the book on which it is based ("The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow" by Irving Washington) and builds llpon the basic
story to create a gothic thriller full of sorcery and superstition. It is a tense and
fast-paced ride through the supernatural world with a "who-dunnit" smart
enough ending to elude even the lchabod Cranes amongst us.
no-one-can-touch-me walk, Byrne brings entertainment to a film killing itself
in uncountable attempts to scare and creep out the audience. Some of the
scare-tactics do work (don't worry, I won't ruin them for you), but numerous
poorly staged stunts and a depressingly predictable plot quickly begin to run
"End of Days" into the ground.
"End of Days" manages to save itself
from being one of the biggest
disappointments of the year with great
monster effects, and some good and
often enjoyable performances by
Schwazenegger, Byrne and Kevin
Pollack (Arnold's buddy "Chicago"), but
the result is still empty and uninspired.
How much fun can you honestly have
at a film when you know exactly what is
coming at each and every turn? Like
Arnold pleads midway through the
action, "Why don't you just stop all of this
church talk and tell us what is going
on?" I agree Arnold. Why couldn't the
filmmakers have spent a little more
time trying to answer that question,
instead of staging so many pyrotechnic
fireballs, shaking camera shots and
campy dialogue exchanges that you
clearly could not get enough of?
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• Job and Company Re se ar c h : le arn how to find "hi dden" jobs in the Resource Center
• I n terviewing Skills: make you r bes t impression

"AND REMEM BER ... lEAR N All YOU CAN , BUT USE WHAT YOU LEARN "
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The Dance Center Of Columbia College Chicago
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with mysterious ritualistic moments"
- H~dy WtiU,
Ch~eogo Sun-T1m~
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WORLO PRE M IERE OF

Mordine and Company
DANCE THEATRE
30th Anniversa ry Season !
Shirley Mordine, Artistic Director
Featuring guest artists Tatsu Aoki
and Amy Lee Segami
Special appearance by Michael Montenegro

Tracking

t h e

Dec 2, 3, and 4 at 8 pm

A dynamic fusion of contemporary donee, live jazz
music and scenic design featuring "Suminogoshi,"
the ancient Chinese art of pointing on water.

The Dance Center of
Col umbia Collegt Chicago
4730 N. Sheridan Road

For t ickets and information

H e a r t

!2=~.~~
call: 773- 989- 3310
Ttckets: S20 General. Sl6
Studenl/Stn10r

Fam1ly Oancr Srr.u Mattnee·
Sunday, Dtc. Sth at 3pm
Free 1/2 hoor ParentlChtld movement
wornhop begtns at 2:15pm
Family Dance Ttckets $10 adults.
S6 chtldren under 16
Fret Stcurt Parktng across the street
(IJmtttd Avallabll•ty)
Group d•scounts avatlable
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that since MP3s are available
JAMES BOOZER
on the market now, that they
Editor-in-Chief
will create the need for
having them somewhere
Move over MP3.com and
down the road .
ReaiAudio, there's a new kid
Zerorpm.com will fill the
on the block who wants to
take the digital music industry significant content-creation
void that now exists in the
to the next level. His name is
online music industry and will
Bob Hendrickson, and he is
become the definitive musiabout to embark on the
cian's hub on the Internet
biggest venture of his life-combining free recording ~tu
starting an online music
dios and services with the
label.
Web's largest database of
Hendrickson. 31 , a
musician profiles, personalColumbia alumnus and CEO
ized tools for musicians and
of Zerorpm.com, an online
songwriters, and educational
record company that offers
free recording and studio ser- content to further the commercial songwriter's craft,
vices to up- and-coming
according to Hendrickson.
artists, is striving to make his
He hopes to accomplish all
mark in an area filled with
of this based on a four step
other artists and music comprocess that will help artist
panies who have already
distribute their music whi le
developed a loyal audience.
Will he accomplish this goal-- providing the consumer with
the best variety of music
who knows? But one thing is
available on the Net. The four
for sure, he's not going to
steps are, providing free
stop until he reaches the top.
recording studio and ser"I had a very good experience at Columbia. The teach- vices; online knowledge and
downloadable tools to faciliers were extremely knowltate the content creation
edgeable from a practical
process; a user database
standpoint. .. so they had a lot
of industry experience behind system called zerodb, that
will house a list of musicians
them," Hendrickson said. It
and songwriters for networkwas those days at Columbia
that helped him craft his skills ing on and off the Internet;
and Music Primitives, a powand increase his interest in
music. For those who are not erful tool for rapid development of commercial music.
big music fans, Zerorpm.com
may just change your mind. If Hendrickson feels that these
initiatives will help his compayou're an aspiring artist or
ny succeed on the Web.
songwriter, Hendrickson's
According to Hendrickson
online record label may be
the musicians and songwrit~
one of the best avenues
ers using his site and seravailable to get your music
vices are both Zerorpm.com's
out to a large audience for
suppliers and customers.
free.
"I had started a company in While this segment is considered a non-paying customer
California in 1996 called Big
base, its expectations, and
Think studios. It was an
Zerorpm .com's ability to meet
audio post-production studio,
and exceed these needs will
and I used some of the revdetermine the extent to ~hich
enue from that company to
groups registered on the Web
fund my own producing of
undiscovered artist. In 1998, 1 site can reach their target
audience.
got out of that an into investThe development of
ment banking ," Hendrickson
Zerorpm .com's v1 zerodb
said.
While he still owned part of database is currently onethird complete, and the proofthe company, Hendrickson
of-concept site will go live in
soon decided that this situathe next couple of weeks
tion wasn't something he
which will allow for the collecwanted to do for the rest of
tion of 20 parameters on
his life and decided to start
10,000 registered users.
his own music label.
The v2 database is already
"I saw the potential of
designed
and ready for
online music as MP3s gained
implementation upon the
a lot of momentum and one
receipt of funding according
of the key things in my mind
to Hendrickson. He expects
that stood out about MP3s
was that their distribution was to raise $1 million to keep the
online record label going and
inexpensive," he said.
says it should take between
While MP3s (a digital
60 to 90 days to collect the
music format that reduces
necessary funding.
the music on a CD a 1Oth of
Despite having no free time
its original size while retainto do other things,
ing the crystal-clear sound
quality) are popular, there are Hendrickson is determine to
make this venture work and
some risks that come with
is prepared for whatever
them.
obstacles that may come
"I think that they [MP3s]
his way. He is also looking for
are excellent, and a lot of
individuals who may be interpeople focus on the piracy
ested in working for
aspects. I thi nk that there are
Zerorpm.com or aspiring
always going to be people
who are going to pirate music artists or songwriters. If
you're interested in
and any other form of art.
Zerorpm.com. you can conThere is nobody who can
tact Hendrickson at 312-697create a system that's going
7182 or you can check out
to outlast a person's determiwww.Zerorpm.com for more
nation if that is their goal to
information.
hack through that system,"
'----IL----' Hendrickson said . He added
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ROACH & Seals Reels
DONNIE SEALS

Assistant Photo Editor
CHRIS ROACH

Correspondent

Are you th inking about going
on a killing spree? If so, I suggest doing it in Mississippi, in
hopes that you will end up in
the same prison that Eddie
Murphy and Martin Lawrence
did in "Life." I was hoping there
would be a deleted scene that
had the judge saying, "I hereby
sentence you to life at summer
camp" because that wou ld have
made the film make much more
sense.
The fi lm begins when
Lawrence and Murphy agree to
smuggle some booze for a
Harlem crime boss, so he will
spare their lives. They have to
smuggle it back to his
speakeasy because it is 1932
and
'
Prohibition
is still in
effect. It
might be
hard to
recognize
the times,
as their
lingo is
very '90s.
Anyway,
they end
up getting framed
for the murder of a
guy that was actually killed by a low
down, dirty redneck
cop. They get life in
prison (hence the
title), and have to
go to a prison/labor
camp to serve their
sentence.
Once in prison, it
isn't long before these two innocent men are right at home.
And who wouldn't be at this
place? I mean, they have barbecues, women, places to "get
it on," baseball games, radios
and no fences . In fact, they
even share a back yard with a
lady who cooks pie.
When introduced to all the
loveable convicts at the camp,
we find out they are "locked
away" for such brutal crimes as
cutting a half-sister (get it, half)
in half, and skinning somebody.
Despite all these homicidal tendencies shared by these men,
the prison has no fences; they
just have a line the prisoners
know not to cross.
Despite all the idiotic things in
this film, I did learn something
from it. Did you know that a
major league baseball team has
the authority to give a man his
full pardon, so he can join the
team? I sure didn't, but according to this movie, it is true.
"Life" goes on as the odd

couple of Murphy and
Lawrence go from feuding to
the best of friends. Overall, 1
found this movie to be quite the
dud.
Martin Lawrence and Eddie
Murphy both are good and
funny, but the jokes miss their
marks, and the dialogue is far
from witty. This film suffers
from extreme predictability and
too many cliches. By the time
"Life" was over, I felt as if I had
spent way too much of mine
watching it.
AUDIO
The 5.1 track does not have
much life to begin with. Your
rear speakers will not get much
attention except for birds chirpIng or people chattering. The
dialogue is clear and the musical soundtrack comes through
nicely from your front speakers.

Paramount delivers a
clean transfer for "Life " in its
1:85:1 aspect ration. The
colors are bright and clear of
all distractions throughout
the film and even the night
scenes were free of clutter.
EXTRAS:
The "Life" DVD
has enough! extras
to fill a cellblock.
My favorite was an
outtake reel , which
had a lot more
funny moments
than the ones that
actually made the
movie. This disc
also had two features I had yet to
see on a DVD, one pointless,
and one kind of cool.
The pointless one allows you
to jump to any scene with
music in it. I guess this is a
feature that might be useful if
you dislike the movie but love
the music (but isn't there a
soundtrack for that?).
The other feature is scenes
that the director cut differe ntly
from the ones in the film.
Sometimes the producers want
something edited in a d ifferent
way than the director's vision.
This feature let Ted Demme
show what he wanted.
'
This DVD also has director's
commentary, cast and crew
bios, production notes, trailers
and a "spotlight on location,"
which brings us behind the
scenes of "Life." There are
many cool features on this
DVD, so if you liked the movie,
it's a DVD worth stealing (from
a store in Mississippi of
course);

DVD REVIEWS DVD REVIEWS DVD REVIEWS
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PR E SE N T :

J O U RN A LI SM

DE PA R T M E NTS

CR EA T IV E N O N F I CT I O N :
W H AT I S IT ?

J o in

W H O D OES I T'

W HY DOES IT M ATTER'

D ISTIN GUI SH ED

NONFICTI O N

WRITE RS
and

EDITORS

R EAD ING AND D ISCUSS ING

AM ER IC A ' S

LATEST LITERARY F O RM -

creative . .
· ·
n 0 jt ct l 0 n. ISSUES

n

AN D

CONCEICN ING

cultu re) identity) and th e arts

DUR I NG A WEEK OF EVENTS AT CO L UMll i A COLLEGE C HICAGO.

A LE X
writer for

71ft

K OT L O WIT Z
New Yorker, Wall Screec]or~ mal. Hooks include:

T11ere A re No Cllildretl Here On the New York Public
Libnry"s list o f 150 most
notable books of t he century

MARITA

GOLDE N

author of nine books, including:

Savi11g O ur Som, R aising B/a(k Children in a 7ilrb11lent World
Best selling book calling attention to the crisis of
violence claiming the lives of Black males

P HI L LI P

LO P ATE

author and editor of muncrous csuy collecuons,
anthologies, novels a.nd poetry, mcludmg:

Portrait of My Body '.' ..the grc:tt

mvcsug:~.tor of
normalcy" R1ch.ud Rodnqucz

AgainstJoir De Vivrr ·: .. calmly .::arucubtc, hungry
The O thtr Side of the Rivtr

Winner of the Clakfl~qo Trilmnt~
Heartland Award for Nonfiction

ED

A Miracle Every Day: Tri11mpll am/Transformation i111he Uves ofSin.'?ft Mo11Jw
" ... directs our attention to remarkable blossoms and oaks
growing in the rocky soil of single parenting" Gloria Wade-Gayles

for truth" Phabdclphaa Inqui rer

Totally, "Ji>ndrrfy, 1idJ!icaffy ·: .. Lopatc as one of our few
cssenual t:ssayists" Sven Dirkerts
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This WBBk's liRBUII

I Tha Sound Corner
BENJAMIN TRECROCI

Sports Editor

11/30 Nvmb. Sidekick Kato, NUB @Metro
Hot Tuna @House of Blues
Atombombpockatllnile, Tristeza. Calliope @Empty
Bottle
1211 Freestylers Sound System @Double Door
Verbena. lollomouv. Ruby Grass @Metro
1212 Four Freshman @Fitzgerald's
12/3 Neurosis, Candaria, Isis @Metro
Hefner Oil Go @Empty Bottle
Jerrv Rivera. Brenda K. Starr. rno Puente Jr.. los
Malkriados @loyola UniversitY
SUng @Chicago Theatre
Those Bastard Souls, Edith Frost @Schubas
KC and the Sunshine Band @House of Blues
12/4 Bush, Foo Fighters. Oasis, Flher. Moby, Run-DMC,
Fiona APPle, Blink 182 @Allstate Arena
Chris Connelly @Morseland
SUng @Chicago Theatre
Fantomas @Metro
loraxx. Three Dollar Bill, Puta-Pons @lounge Ax
12/5 MeaUaf @Arie Crown
Barbarito Torres @Hot House
U-God @Double Door
Indigo Girls @Chicago Theatre
Isotope 217 @Empty Bottle

tvlumbia students shine
MARY BETH COOPER

Staff Writer

Columbra students brought famrlrar fairy tale characters to life as
they captivated audrences of all
ages through therr production of the
musrcal "Into the Woods" at
Columbra's Getz Theater They
danced. sang and made the audrence laugh out loud to create an
entertarmng and magrcal event fit
for a kmg
"Into the Woods," based on the
musrc of Stephame Sondherm and
the book by James Laprne. rs a
musrcal fantasy that combrnes
many tarry tales into one. The
musrcal combmes "Lrttle Red
Rldrng Hood." "the Baker and Hrs
Wife," "Crnderella," "Rapunzel ,"
·Jack and the Beanstalk" and other
well-known tarry tales rnto one
comrcal, musrcal brt of nonsense.
It rs evrdent that these musrcal
theater gurus put on the ntz. glitz
and charm for thrs productron (OK-ma tbe rn a Chucl<re Cheese sort of
Nay') The cast members of "Into
he Woods" e/ hrblted clear, cnsp
solos along n rth heart narmrng
harmonres that made thrs event
enJO table to natr.h Not to mentron
hat the pl a1 rn g<!neralrs , we ll,
really fun Who wouldn't want to
revert to chrldhood to play therr
fa torrte tarry tale charactor?
f. ntJ rJar'l I forgot to say that the
atJ Jlts rn lh'3 autJrenOJ se <!med tust
'JS enl'lrtarnerJ a 5 the r:hrldren As
the famrliar tune "Into th'3 Woods"
r,hrmed through the theater. audr
'lnr,.e m'lrnb'lrs srnrled wrth app11r

ent recognition of the catchy lyrics .
Some were even mouthing the
words along wrth the characters.
The staging of the begrnnrng of
the show was sparse. so as to
leave a lot to the rmagrnatron. The
plot opens wrth the tarry tales told
simulta neously The characters
srng about therr partrcular tale
before the curtarn opens to unfold
the show's set Each character is
brought to life by hrs or her familiar
story-- and the people assocrated
with it (Cinderella and her evrl step
srsters. for example). Thrs part of
the pl ay would captrvate any musrc
lover's attention because it draws
you near to all the fairy tales you
used to love and hate (in an annoyrng , yet comfortrng sort of way).
And the sets were cha rmrng. The
multr-drmensional stagrng of the
event. along with a little help from a
scream (when the wolf ate Lrttle
Red Rrdrng Hood), made the set
mysterrous and appealing to the
eye.
Furthermore. the lightrng of the
forest scenes was cool. crrsp and
excrtrng It made the characters
seem more magrcal than ever
And not to mentron the musrcrans
assocrated wrth the productron A
harmonrc combrnatron of tho vrolin,
flute . ce llo. plano and trumpet
made the musrc of this production
flow beautrfully
All rn all, Columbra staged an
C/ Cellent productron of "Into tho
Woods " rho talont thot Columbia's
Musrcol Theater Doportrnont has to
offer w11s put to good use rn thr s
production

lmmobilarity
Raekwon
(loud)
A sophomore, by
definition, is supposed
to have sharper skills and be ready to
move on. Unfortunately this is not true
for the Wu-Tang Clan. On lmmobilarity,
Raekwon displays some of the vocal
abilities that made his debut album,
Only Built 4 Cuban Linx, the most
complete album of the solo projects,
but also brings to the forefront the lost
edge to the Wu-Tang. After Method
Man and GZA released lackluster
efforts (Judgement Day, Beneath the
Surface), and the schizophrenic Nigga
Please by 01' Dirty Bastard, it was
hoped that lmmobilarity would solidify
the Clan as a hip-hop power.
Gone are the vocal chords of the Wu's
diva, Blue Raspberry, ally, Ghostface
Killah, and most noticeably the production of RZA. Instead of the eerie samples of Kung-Fu movies from the 70s
that made the sounds of Wu-Tang distinguishable, there are decent but
somewhat monotonous beats from
Raekwon 's new crew, the American
Cream Team.
This 21-track album is inconsistent
and contains songs that range from the
emotional sequel "All I Got rs You" to
Ghostface's lronman that tells of the
trial and tnbulations growing up .
For the hard-core Wu-Tang fan , the
album rs something to pick up and Irsten to, but for the casual fan that may
have heard the Wu 's Enter the WuTang: 36 Chambers or other members
of the Clan, they will be disappointed.

:100cA

Chronic 2001
Dr. Ore
(lnterscope!Aftermath )
Seven years have
passed since the
release of the rap classic and hip-hop trendsetting album,
The Chronic. Now the fans have more
to smoke with the release of Chronic
2001 . Executive producer of the album,
Ore, once again was able to bring his
disciples together, including the return
of Snoop Doggy Oogg and the '99 version of Snoop-Eminem. Since releasing Slim Shady, Eminem with the backing of Ore, has been the top prodigy in
the rap game.
While the album contains some
visions of the street and bedroom
escapades, it does not measure up to
the original batch of Chronic , the reality that moved the album from start to
finish. On the album's first single, "Still
Ore" with Snoop, Ore brings up a presumption that his skills have diminished--"playas pay homagelbut haters
say people say Ore fell offlbut how
niggal my last album was the Chronic."
On the album's most complete track,
"Forgot about Ore" with Eminem, Ore
once again proves the people, who
thought that his career was over, to be
wrong. Using a beat that was full of
Southern bounce and West Coast funk ,
and the nasally-induced lyrics of
Eminem as a springboard, would make
nobody ever forget about Ore.
Chronic 2001 shows that once Ore
is able to have free reign over his
album, that people take heed and listen . From producing and putting
together the beats, too managing the
roster of emcee's, this album is worthy
of prcking up and liste ning to. It's a true
sense of musical talent.

eat!-----------

good eats------- ....

MARTINA SHEEHAN

Staff Writer

Chicago's Privata Cafe combrnes the
cuisrnes of two of Chrcago's most
prominent ethnic groups for one delicious plate of food . Under th e banner
of "Italian wrth a Touch of Mexrcan,"
this cozy restaurant at 1938 W. Chicago
Ave. offers a va riety of unique dishes
unlikely to occur naturally anywhere
else in the unrverse .
The unlikely teaming of Mexican and
Italian cuisine spawned from chef
Mario's kitchen encounters with hrs former mother in-law, an old world Italian
who loved to cook. Mario. of Mexrcan
descent. would add hrs two cents whrle
helprng out rn the kitchen. The result
became the basrs for a unrque menu
featunng drshes such as Chrpotle black
bean pesto, escargots rn tomatrllo black
olive cream . and mole verdr pesto
The menu offers a dozen antrpasto
and rnsalata drshes to get you started
On e drsh that rs hrghly recommended rs
the Azteca mushroom plate. Thrs con srsts of a garlic gnlled jumbo mushroom
steeped in anchiote vinargrotte . Tho
Italian and Mexican elements work surprrsingly well together. ospecrolly In the
very satrsfyrng curry cream JOiopeno
gnllod octopus dish, whrch Is sorvod

over a bed of noodles. Many dishes
rnclude mteresting combrnations such
as ancho peppers with sundrred tomatoes or cilantro and basrl Wlth leta.
Chef Mario originally opened Prrvata
five years ago as a tiny four-table basement abode on Damen Avenue.
Apparently, the neighborhood wasn't
ready yet to support such an eclectic
fusion of flavor so the restaurant
reopened at another Chicago location
before settling in its present home last
year. Wh ile the restaurant thrives on a
loyal neighborhood clientele base. its
stylish new location has drawn increasrng numbers from around the etty.
Patrons can dine in the warm glow of
Christmas tree lighting, enjoying Harry
Belafonte tunes while takrng in the colorful artwork on the walls. But don't be
mrstaken--Privata's hip new look and
artsy decor haven't detracted from the
restaurant's focus on uncommonly good
food.
With a slew of new eclectic urban
eaterres poppmg up around the etty.
Prrvata stands out as good old-fashroned home cooking. With, of course.
very unusual Italian-Mexican twist.
Prrces range from a five dollar grilled
veggie burrito to top of the line Paell
Siciliano for $1 2.75. Dishes verage
around $7 .50. Guests are welcome to
brrng their own alcoholic bever ges for
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 29:

DOCUMENTARY FILM: 20/20:
--sex. DRUGS AND CONSEQUENCes··
HOKIN GALLERY
12:00 NOON

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 30:

PROJECT VIDA:
A NON-PROFIT AIDS PREVENTION
AND DIRECT SERVICES AGENCY.
JUAN ORTEGA WILL GIVE A
PRESENTATION ON HIV
AWARENESS AND STATISTICS
623 S. WABASH
ROOM 311
(PIZZA t; POPS WILL BE SERVED)

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER I:

NATIONAL AIDS AWARENESS DAY:
HEALTH WORKS THEATER
PRESENTS: BREAK IT DOWN: AN HIV
AIDS PLAY FOR THE NEW
MILLENNIUM
HOKIN ANNEX
2:00PM
(REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED)

SPONSORED BY STUDENT LIFE 6- DEVELOPMENT IN
COLLABORATION WITH THE SCIENCE AND MATH DEPARTMENT
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DEADLINES
-Last day to Drop classes for the Fall 99 Semester is Oct. 22, 1999
-Last day to Withdraw from classes is November 19, 1999
-Last day to comply with the state's law on immunization is November 19, 1999. A
complete immunization history must be in the .· record's office by that deadline.

After ·Deadline
-After the November 19, 1999 deadline has passed and a $50 fine has been attached
to the student's account that students (as well as anybody who desires) to become
compliant at our Immunization Days on Campus held in the Faculty lounge in the
Torco Building, November 29 thru December 2.

IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS
-Monday, Nov. 29 (2:00-6:00)
-Juesday, Nov. 30 (1 0:00-3:00)
-Wednesday Dec. 1 (1 0:00-3:00)
-Thursday De~. 2 (1 0:00-3:00)

GAD
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ITS PART-TIME EMPLOYEES WHO WORk'
1/2 TO 5 HOURS PER DAY WITH REALLY GREAT
PAY, AWESOME ~ENEATS, WEEk'ENDS OFF, AND...
The UPS

Earn&
Learn
Program

UP TO

~23,000

IN COllEGE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE
FOR SWDENTS.

WARNING other part·time job offerings may contain hidden, fatal
errors that can lead to or cause damage to your maximum earning potential.
To be certain you are working with the real thing, calL

1·888·4UPS·JOB
Access Code: 4615

I $ I

~

Equal Opportunity Employer
UPS

Earn & Learn Program guidelines apply. College education assistance available at the following

UPS Chicagoland facilities : Hodgkins, Addison, Palatine and downtown Chicago (Jefferson Street).
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•Host/ Haste
•Barte
•Prep Cooks •Wok Cooks
•Line Cooks •Dish Washers •Food Runners
Apply in person daily from 9am-Spm
HOMEWOOD SUITES • CHICAGO
40 East Grand Avenue at Wabash
6th Floor Conference Room
See Vince Corona or call 312.828.9977

market1ng, p1..ohc •elatiOnsexc tmg and rnterestrng fOJids.
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Indoor Interactive Theme Park

Fiction Writing Department

Looking
for a class?
Just show your valid college 1.0. and get

50o/o off admission
2()0/o

off food and beverage

Every Thursday, SPM-Midnight
November 4, 1999 - May 25, 2000*
DlsneyQuest is a five-story, indoor interactive theme parkthat combines Disney magic with cutting-edge technologies. You and
your friends can design and ride the roller coaster of your dreams
at ~ Mountain and shoot'the rapids on a real river raft
on Virtual Jungle CruiN. Experience over 250 att.-.ctions,
rides and pmes at DisneyQueat Chicago!

f

c5

0

OHIO@ RUSH

312·222·1300 www.disneyquest.com

'College Night discount not valid on December 23 and December 30, 1999.
Not valid with any other discounts or offers.
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Want to make 59.00 - 59.50 an hour?
AI RPS, Inc., we're looking lor Individuals 18 and older who can 1111 50
pounds to join ua aa Package Handlers. You must be able to wor1< five days a
week, part- time and year-round. In return, you'll earn $9.00- $9.50 an hour.
You'll also enjoy benefits like: • Flexible shifts to fit your schedule
• Weakly paychecks • A $.50/hour raise after 90 days) • No weekends!

• Tuition assistance (additional $.50/hour towards eligible tuition alter 30 days)

Check out RPS todey. PINH apply In person Monday-Frld•y or call

themRPSiocatlonneareatyo~u.
~~ ~~UtjUL
;

.
2945 ,.._,_ Road
Nonhbroak, IL 60062

(lol7)27lo-4ll0

up~~

1~
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DOC

~
......

Ffnl

700W.Estes

~!!...~606)1

Schournbwz.IL601tl
(loi7)H 1-0495

(701)594-11>5
Al'P'LY ...TH; 1-4
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I.RI8lli
AnFDXCompany

(610) 621-GISO

EOE/ AA

Who:

Dan Decker, Chicago Center for Film Development Director

What:

Dlacuaaion/aigning of his book " ANATOMY OF A SCREENPLAY"

When:

December 2, 1999 at7:30 p.m.

Where:

Barnas & Noble 1130 N. State Street, 312·280-8155

Barnes and Noble is pleased t:o present: Dan Decker fur a discussion
and signing of his book, "ANATOMY OF A SCREENPLAY" December 2nd at:
7:JO p .m . Mr. Decker is a Chicago native and director oft:he Screenwriters
Group. The Screenwrikrs Group works wit:h wrikrs to develop their movie
ideas and get: t:hem t:o market In Addition, Mr. Decker is also t:he head of
Stylus Ma.nag«!ment, a writers representation firm .

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
visit the Fiction Writing Department
during Early Registration for Spring 2000
November 29, 1999 through December 10, 1999.
Call for your Early Registration appointment now!
312-344-7611

Classes available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•••
• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

Do,..'t ......-ait .....til it
h-appe ..! to yo....
PYeve ..tio . . -a ..ol
p..-otectio .. -a..-e o..ly -a
pho..e c-all -a ..... -ay.
'\.~te.ll.s

Scram!
Classified
Polish
Ark builder
Stick together or
break up
16 Memorable time
17 Farm measure
18 Speaking 10
20 Upholstery fabrics
22 No
intended
23 " Miniver"
24 Ofthe Middle
Ages
29 Game-show host
Pat
32 Throws down the
gaunflet
33 Actress Gabor
34 Book before
Obadiah
35 Infuse with
oxygen
36 Blubber
37 Hive builder
38 Offers counsel
39 A couple
40 "A Nightmare on
Streer'
41 Word
manufacturer
42 Diviner
43 Spanish river
44 City in Provence
45 Naomi and
Wynonna
46 Rationality
48 _ excellence
49 Small child
50 Rugs
54 "Red Dusr star
59 _ vera
60 Possess
61 Prenatal
62 Blackthorn
63 Herbal drink
64 Reeks
65 Bacteriologist
Jonas

~

1
5
11
14
15

1
2

3
4
5

31i!-6i!1-3BBB

• Pollet JU!II&Ih temponrlly biiDds criallml
• Widt>ncJofocmilis MeosioriObltlltJOI
• Uolikt 1<01 ps. .wks on wbo.,. blab. dnmk or JIS!dlodc.
...S on ridoos anlaWs
• N01110xlc · Conlolns 2.000.000 Salrillt Hao Unlls (SHU) ol a l l Oieorosln C.poi<um (OC) from SUPER HOT poppen
• FBI•JIIH""d...Sust<lbypolkt
• Ultmlold d)tldtnlillts •..Wr lor cbJ1
. s.s.~ lock btlps pmtnlllCddtniS
• llultlple shoes for oomiJwous ~
• liEE lltllmt roGIIs I US«! ilia atme
• 2,...--.ru~y-anbtltsltdiiiJIImt

HOME FOiiliER

12/10/99

1999 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

6 GM make
7 Skelton or Buttons
8 Pipe collection?
9 Holiday lead-in
10 Loathes
11 Used earnings for
more shares
12 Container with a
tap
13 Valise
19 "For Love" author
Miller
21 Anger
24 Leathernecks
25 Rubs out
26 Talk out of
27 Confessed
28 Tasks
29 Cavalry swords
30 Aviator Earhart
31 Three-time Super
DOWN
Bowl MVP
Break sharply
32 _ advocate
Chanel of fashion 35 Be nuts about
Org. for seniors
38 Bear's breech
Ritter and Long
42 Go beyond
Scrutinizes
45 Clash

• Pollet str.,.e 1tmponrily bllods crlmloll

• J.ar&tr sa. shoots furtbtr ...s sp....U faslu
• Allows JOII'salt lime· wtilt Wlllllls for tbt police 10 arm.J
• N"'*>>l< - Coololns 2.000.000 SaMIIt Heal Uolls (SIIll) o1 alliiMirll
Oltorosln C.pslcwD (OC) ftcm SUPER BOT poppen
• FBI approood ...S used by polk<
• llltn.told d)t ldtnlillts .-br lor cbJ1
• SaletJ lock htlps pmtlll aaldtJis
• llulllplt shoes lor COiiilluous pro40dloo
• liEE llftdmt rdliis f US«! lila atme
• 2 JW warnniJ -an be lt3Ud lliJIImt

...,..-,-::-r-.-::-

'-'i.l.-,-.r.:;..r.r.
•

HOMEIPER!iOI\JAL ALARM

47 Longtime
48 Hocks
50 Wine stopper
51 Cinder ending?
52 Piece of
equipment
53 Endeavor to obtain

54 Iota
55 Female of the
flock

56 Colonial insect
57 Slugger's stat
58 Chaney of "The
WolfMan"

Classifieds
***ACT NOW! Get the best SPRING
BREAK PRICES! South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi gras. Reps Needed ... Travel Free,
Earn $$$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
www.LEISURETOURS.COM.
1-800-838-8203
GO ON THE ROAD WITH
TRENT GRAPHICS!
Our poster sales are popular fundraising
events on college campuses. We need
managers to help us run our seasonal
events through the month of January.
Great Job for Winter Break! Salary plus
Bonus - Training & Paid expenses.
Find us online at:
HTTP://MEMBERS.AOL.COM/TRENTGRFX
Or call:
1-800-821-9489
1-800-776-2150

Here's how you can become an adult
entertainment model. Accurate
information is available, only through
www.sex-pavs.comlll
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
Students can earn $375/$575 weekly
processing/assembling medical I.D.'s from
their home. Experience unnecessary... we
train you! Call MediCard 1-541-386-5290,
ext. 300.
SEX PAYS!!! Become a model in the
exciting adult entertainment industry!!!
Models needed now for magazine and
video. Earn extra thousands each month!
Visit www.sex-pays .com.
Want to place a classified ad???
It's really easy and cheap!!
Call 312-344-7432 for more information.

• Scanl<s crilllnai...S allows )'011 lime 10 pul JOIIf piulln action
• 130 dB ear·pitrcin« a1arm "'""" wbm tbt w~ u~rtgerec~
• Cru~lor.foam, Wllkm. 111&1" walktn
• Ptrftd for seautnc windows ...S doon
• Wll)MiadltsiOpuntiOnoidthtft
• Ponablt lor""' In donns. can,IIIJWb<,.l
•Simplttoust
• Requlres ""' 9 tOll bolltr}
• 1 JWwarnniJ
• NOli: You an Nor alarm tbt last door )'011"" 101m< tbt bouse.
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COLLEGE WEEKLY HOROSCOPE
By Billy "the Billy" O'Keefe

Aries (March 21-Apri/19). Your days of looking at your
watch and wondering when your big moment is coming
will finally end this week, because your watch will be
stolen, along with some other belongings of yours,
including your hair gel. Buy some reinforcements now or
you'll be sorry.

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Today will bring with it a
chance encounter, and a big meeting will give you an
idea. At the end of the day, you will unwind and reflect
on something. All this, and tons of other predictable crap
that makes me every bit as good as Linda Black.

.®®

·G/ emini (May 21-June 21). Change that underwear, buy
some shoes and socks, and wash that hand; you're getting a date this week!

Cancer (June 22-July 22). Freaks.

~ Sagittarius (N"- 22-D<c. 21). S•glwh•t oow1

Fun ~ith

Horro rsGope.sl
Crapricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). The love of your life?
She's only in it for the money. Ditto for your family, which
is odd considering you're broke, unemployed and living in
a box in someone's backyard. Do yourself a favor and kick
these people out of your box. Then, you'll have enough r
room for the kitchen you've always wanted.

Bortron (Dec. 32-Jan. X). Your supersonic beam is
making a strange sputtering noise, and your big tin head
has a little rust from the pool party at Gorax's pad.
Despite all thls, ·however, it's still a great week to go out
and kill some humans

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). I once competed in a track meet
with some guys from a High School called Leo. They won
a lot of races, and celebrated by chanting, "We are Leo!"
So I chanted "I am Billy!" They beat me shortly after.
When the crying subsided, we all had a good laugh.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). I like bunnies. They go hop
hop.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You WILL meet the love of your
life this week, and you WILL land the job of your dreams.
Then you will wake up on the "L" in a puddle of drool and
confusion. Get off the train before someone sees the stain
on your shirt.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). This is not a good week to
discuss money with your spouse, seeing as you have no
money and no spouse. Instead, keep on staring at that
ground. Seeing the earth actually spin on its axis may be
impossible if you're not in space, but you're too deter
mined to stop trying now.
If You're Having a Birthday This Week •••

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). If you thought last week's
episode "Odd Man Out" was wild, wait til you get a load
of this week's episode! Those white people are so funny
when they're in mischief. What clods I

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). No amount of lemon juice is
gonna make that monstrosity of a pimple go away, so
have some fun with it! Tell people you're spawning a second head. It's funny that way!

Nov. 29: You're really excited about the whole year 2000 thing. Too
bad you're gonna die on December 19th.
Nov. 30: Who cares? Big deal.
Dec. 1: Boy oh boy, if you thought people had a problem with you
now, wait until next year.
Dec. 2: Graduate already, you freaking failure!
Dec. 3: Your friend was going to throw you a party, but you went
and stole her man and now she's all, "I ain't gonna throw
you no party!"
Dec. 4: That's nice.
Dec. 5: Actually, you were born on 5112, not 12/5. In other news,
you're dyslexic. Do something about it.

© 1999 CHRONIC MEDIA SERVICES, INC. NO RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Underground Cafe
Specials
Nov29

..
•

$3.50

Lettuce, Tomato, Beef, Refried Beans
Cheese, Salsa, Sour Cream

•

2. Vegetable Wrap Sandwich,

$3.50

3. Cashew Chicken Salad

$3.50

Rice
Artichokes, Mixed Greens, Grilled Peppers,
Asparagus, Sun Dried Tomato Sauce

·tic

--..
•

1. Taco Salad

·tic

29, 1999

•

•

Soups:

•

Monday - Chicken Rice
Tuesday - Tortellini
Wednesday - Com Chowder
Thursday - Cream of Potato

~
•
•
STUDENT
RUSH
TICKETS!
Purchase tickets on
the same day of the

performance lor 825.
Must preaent atudellt IJ it tile
box DHICI. Only Dnl dcllet Clll bl

pui'Cballll per ll. Box ortlclll
apeo Mon-Sat a.-1 Opm
Md sun 12·7pm

READ THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE NEWSPAPER EVERY MONDAY
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SPORTS

Trecroci
CON11NUEO FROM BACK PAGE

shining behind the new creativity of Vince Russo and Ed Ferrera. Bret Hart is fi nally
the WCW World Champion and fans are beginning to notice that the product is better.
"Mayhem" also marked the return of Kanyon and DDP during the David Flair
Kimberly Page match. Kanyon, who ca lls himself the " Innovator of Offense," is also
known for the array of unusual debut moves that he puts on his opponents. He had

Basketball
COtmNUEO FROM BACK PAGE

(1 9.5 ppg), Ohio State might push Michigan State for the
league title.
However, the key to the Buckeyes' season may rest on
the long shoulders of junior center Ken Johnson.
Johnson improved drastically during the course of last
season. He will have to continue that trend this season,
because after him, Ohio State is thin inside.
Although an early season loss to Notre Dame was puzzl ing, look for the Buckeyes to rack up wins early with
only Kansas as a viable opponent before the Big Ten
season.
6. Florida Gators
Remembering last year's last second loss to Gonzaga
in the second round of the NCAA Tournament is what
drives this young Gator team . Despite their youth,
Florida may be the most all-around talented team in college basketball. The problem that faces Florida Coach
Billy Donovan is he must find a way to give everyone
enough minutes.
Versatile sophomore forward Mike Miller is the star of
this team. With all of the talent surrounding him, look
for Miller (12.4 ppg) to blossom. That talent includes
three freshman who make the Gators deep inside and
out. Donnell Harvey and Matt Bonner will bolster an
inside attack that became Florida's obvious weakness
last season. Look fo r McDonald's All-American freshman Brett Nelson to push sophomore Teddy Dupay for
the starting point guard spot. Most teams would kill for
just one of those guys.

been out for months with numerous injuries as was DDP. Hopefully, they will continue their allegiance minus Bam Bam Bigelow who has not made an impact since arriving in the WCW last year. Also. showing the sign ificance of their return, Scott Hall is
not only the U.S. champion but also the T.V. Champion after "stripping" Rick Steiner
of the belt at "Mayhem" and Kevin Nash has returned to the ring after his so-called
"retirement."
Finally, starting next month WCW Thunder on TBS wi ll move from Thursday to
Wednesday nights in an attempt to get more viewers and concede the Thursday night
loss to WWF's Smackdown.

7. Temple Owls
Every year John Cheaney's vaunted zone-trap defense
takes down several of the powerhouses in college basketball. This year, Cheaney's Temple Owls may be one
of those powerhouses.
Led by four-year starter point guard Pepe Sanchez (5.6
apg), the Owls are solid throughout their starting fi ve.
They have a nice front court combination with sophomore Kevin Lyde, junior Mark Karcher ( 12.9 ppg, 5.9
rpg), and senior Lamont Barnes ( 12.5 ppg, 6.5 rpg).
Lyde is one of the few college players who still li kes to
play with his back to the basket. His low post game
gives Temple a threat many teams do not have. Cheany
is still looking for his first Final Four appearance. This
could be the team that gets him there.
8. North Carolina Tar Heels
Point guard Ed Cola has been reinstated to the team
and that is excellent news for Coach Bill Guthridge.
Cota (7 . I apg), who had been suspended for violating
team rules, is the one man the Tar Heels cannot afford to
lose.
For all the talent North Carolina has in its starting lineup, they lack depth, especially at point g uard.
Unheralded recruit Jon Ho lmes will backup Cota at the
point.
The loss of Vasco Evtimov to professional basketball
in Greece and their top recruit Jason Parker as an academic casualty, make injuries una!fordable for the Tar
Heels.
With junior center Brendon Haywood ( 12.6 ppg, 7.3
rpg) and sophomores Kris Lang and Jason Capel as forwards, North Carolina's frontco urt alone wi ll get them
past most opponents. However, it will be tested early.
The Tar Heels face Michigan State, Cincinnati, Miami,
Indiana, and Louisville all in December.

9. Arizona Wildcats
The strength of the Wildcats has traditionally been
their great backcourts. Just in the last few years, Arizona
has sprung the NBA careers of Damon Stoudamire,
Khalid Reeves, Mike Bibby, Michael Dickerson and
Jason Terry.
Now the Wildcats will tum to a talented frontcourt to
carry them and hope a freshman point guard can fi ll the
shoes of the departed Terry.
Pac-10 Freshman of the Year Michael Wright returns
for his sophomore season. Wright (13.7 ppg, 8.6 rpg) is
incredibly tough offensively around the basket. He will
team up with Loren Woods who transferred from Wake
Forest after fai ling to live up to the hype as the next Tim
Duncan. Woods has exceptional ta lent for a big man, but
must keep it together mentally to be effective in the
paint.
At point guard, Arizona will look to heralded freshman
Jason Gardner. The faster he develops, the better the
Wildcats chances of making a deep tournament run.
10. Stanford Cardinal
With Brevin Knight and Arthur Lee both graduated,
the most pressing question for the Cardinal is who will
take over at the point. Sophomore Michael McDonald is
the most talented of the group, but fell ow sophomore
Tony Giovacchini has more experience and is more comfortable running the offense.
Stanford needs someone to step up at point guard or
they risk wasting the most talent they have had in years.
Inside, brothers Jason and Jarron Collins will j oin senior
Mark Madsen ( 12.8 ppg, 8.4 rpg) in a talented and animated frontcourt.
This team is young and must hold its breath at point
guard, but there might be more talent here than Stanford
had during its Final Four run two years ago.

COMPUTER JOBS
DOUBLE

IN THE NEW MILLENIUM, GET CERTIFIED.
Due to the trem endo u s response o ur c l asses are sche dul e d
on evenings, weekday s · a nd weekends . Fr om 9AM ·t o 9PM .

MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION

MCSE

Wlndowa NT Networi<ing
All 6 Modules
200 Hours
$3,500.00

MCSD
VISUAL BASIC 6.0
120 H .$1,500.00
Covers 2Exams
of MCSD

A+

Oracle Certified

Proffesslonal

HARDWARE CERTIFICATION
70 HOURS
$1000.00

OCP

Oracle RDBMS
GET READY FOR:

70 HOURS $ 1,000.00

E-COMMERCE
BUSINESS

Oracle (DEV/2000)
70 HOURS $1 ,000.00

• Refund Polley
If Not Completely Satisfied.
• Tech Loans Available,
, pay as low as $30 a month.

• Financial Aid From IETC & WFDC

(Covers 5 Exams of OCP)

•Web Design

Oracle DBA

lndudea HTML

40 Hours. $1,000

Administration,
Back-up and Recovery

• C++Language
60 HOURS. $1 ,000

Per1ormance Tuning
100 HOURS $2,000.00

• Java and Corba
120 HOURS. $2,400

-

• Job Placement Available.

Authorized
Testing Center

Web site:
aquariusinstitute.com

.•

THE AQUARIUS INSTITUTE
O F COl\1PUTER SCIENCE

(773) 604 4305

(630) 894 6105

3425 W Peterson Ave, Ch1cago.

125 E. Lake St. # 205, Bloom.ngdale.IL.

LOCAL HOOPS
Wolves: The winning
Chicago hockey team
COMING NEXT WEEK

Local College Basketball
Preview: Nonhwestern, Depaul,

Chicago St., Loyola, U IC
COMING IN TWO WEEKs
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An Inside look at wresllng and
Its hold on America

NCAA HOOPS 1999-00
Michigan State, Auburn will meet in Indianapolis in March

alarmed if the Spartans suffer some
Conference USA defensive player of
t the worst posGRAHAM COUCH
early setbacks.
the year Kenyon Martin (2.3 bpg, 6.9
sible time for
Assistant Editor
the WWF, the
rpg) returns at center after a terrific
With college basketball season offi2. A uburn Tigers
man that put them on
offensive perfonnance this past sumcially under way, ESPN is clearly the
Several years ago Auburn was dress- mer in the World University Games.
top of the world may
most important station on the televibe forced into early
ing just seven scho larship players, and
Small forward Peter Mickeal (14.8
sion dial (as if it wasn't already).
retirement. "Stone
Day meon Fishback was a starting
ppg, 7.2 rpg) also returns and should
This season there isn't a c lear cut
guard. Now, Fishback will probably
continue to provide consistency at both
Cold" Steve Austin has
favorite on the road to the Final Four.
see only I 0-15 minutes off the bench
re-injured his neck
ends of the floor.
Michigan State and Auburn return the
from wear and tear in
The bigges t question mark for the
BENJAMIN TRECROCI
most players. Ohio State has
the ring and will not
Bearcats comes in the backcourt.
SPORTS EDITOR
the best back court. Florida
see any action for the
Sophomore Steve Logan and
may have the most overall talnext few months.
freshman Kenny Saterfield will
ent. However, none o f these
H is neck was originally hurt in '97 by the late
battle for the starting point guard
team s are unanimous number
Owen Hart- who drove Austin's skull into the
spot. Both will get considerable
ones the way Duk e was hyped
mat and fractured his neck during a botched
minutes and will have to hold their
to be a year ago .
pi ledriver- and forced him to miss three
own against the nation's top
Teams with good veteran
months.
guards if Cincinnat i is to advance
guards usually do the best at
This injury to Austin completely changed the
to the Final Four.
tournament time. Many o f the
world-title scenario at
The most fun player on this team
teams I picked in the top I 0
the Survivor Series
to watch wi II be freshman
have that advantage. Yet, in an
two weeks ago.
DerMarr Johnson. He made the
age where the top players often
Instead of the three
right decision by choosing the
leave a fter their sophomore or
way match between
Bearcats over the NBA.
junior seasons, a sophomore is
Austin, The Rock and
now considered a veteran.
HHH, Austin's slot
4. Connecticut Huskies
This season, young exci ting
was fi lied with the
The Huskies are underestimating
talent will rule college bas keteventual champion,
the loss of top scorer Richard
ball.
"The Big Show" Paul
Hamilton and their best defender
In my eyes, these are the top
Wight (after Aus itn
Ricky Moore. The loca l media is
I 0 teams in the country. That is
was shown being run
talking about how great an addias good as etched in stone.
L---------....J over by a mysterious
tion forward Ajou Ajou Deng will
Auburn's Chris Porter looks to lead the
be to a cast that includes point
car with not-mentioned yet driver).
I. M ichigan Sta te Spartans
Tigers to the Final Four.
guard Khalid El-Amin (14.3 ppg,
Now with the status of Austin up in the air, and
As long as All-American
only HHH and The Rock in the world title pic' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' 3.4 apg) and senior forward Kevin
point guard Mateen Cleaves returns in
and Auburn has a roster loaded with
Freeman.
ture, the WWF is havi ng to put mid-card
time for the Big Ten season, the
experience and talent.
While that group, along with center
wrestlers into the limelight. Not only is the Big
Spartans should wi n the Big Ten.
Last season the Tigers made their
Jake Voskuhl, wi ll keep the Huskies as
Bossman the number-one contender, but also
C leaves (11.7 ppg, 7. 1 apg) will be out
first NCAA tournament appearance
the class of the Big East, no one on
Hardcore Holly has received a title shot. This is
for at least six more weeks with a bone since 1988, thanks in large part to the
Connecticut will be able to defend the
a sad state of affairs for the WWF. The question
fracture in his foot.
addition of junior college transfer
opposing team's top scorer the way
has to be asked why them and not somebody li ke
Until then, Coach Tom lzzo will
Chris Porter. Porter led Auburn in
Moore did. It was Moore that shut
Chris Jericho or X-Pac? While Holly has
hand over the point guard duties to
scoring ( 16 ppg) and rebounds (8.6
down Duke's Trajon Langdon in last
improved his in-ring skills, as well as being hilarjunior David Thomas. Thomas has
rpg) in 1999. He can score from any'year's NCAA Final.
ious on the microphone, he is not really going to
plenty of talent to take some of the
win the title.
where on the floor and s hould be even
The Huskies are talented enough to
pressure off. The Spartans return four
better with a season of major college
make a return·trip to the Fina l Four,
The on ly person that measures up to the Big
starters: A ll-Big Ten forward Morris
basketball under his belt.
but El-Amin must lead them.
Show not on ly in stature, but also in skills is
Peterson, shooting guard Charl ie Bell,
Senior Doc Robinson (I 1.'1 ppg, 5.1
Kane. The two are set for a feud that could last
forward Andre Hutson, and C leaves.
apg) and junior Scott Pohlman (11.8
5. Ohio State Buckeyes
until the Roya l Rumble .
ppg) are entering their third season
Scoonie Penn and M ichael Redd are
The WWF main event fo r the monthly pay-per- i Also in lzzo's unbelievably talented
playing group will be sharp-shooting
the nation's best backcourt.
together as backcourt mates. Teams
view is called, "Annageddon" and has been set
forward A.J . Granger, swing man Mike wi th good veteran g uards usually do
In 1997-98, the season before Penn
between Vince McMahon and HHH. Also, a posChappell (a transfer from Duke), and
well come tournament time. Add
transferred in from Bos ton College,
sible return of the Rock ' n' Sock Connection may
McDonald's All-American freshman
senior center Mamadou N'diaye and
Ohio State fi nished 1-15 in Big Ten
be in the works to bring the popular duo of
play. Last season they were 12-4 in the
Jason Richardson.
his 77 blocked shots into the mix, and
Mankind and The Rock back together and conconference and made the Final Four.
Peterson ( 13 .6 ppg, 5.7 rpg) must
the Tigers become very intimidating.
tend for the tag-team titles with the New Age
Another argument that a good point
Outlaws.
become the floo r leader and make the
g uard can make a decent team great.
big shots during Cleaves' absence.
3. C incinnati Bea rcats
While the WWF is restructuring itself around
With four starters returning, includWith a bruta l pre-conference schedOnce again the Bearcats are loaded
the inevitable absence of Austin, the WCW is
ing Penn ( 16.9 ppg, 4.2 apg) and Redd
' ule, including North Carolina, Kansas,
with talent, but questions about team
SEE TRECROCI , PAGE I 5
Arizona and Kentucky, don ' t be
chemistry and attitude make them a
SEE BASKETBALL , PAGE 15
dangerous pick.

A

lbis week in ~/P®~
NHI
Monday-Green Bay at San
Francisco, 8:00p.m., ABC.
Thurs day-Pittsburgh at
Jacksonville, 7:20 p.m. ESPN.
Sunday-Green Bay at Chicago,
noon, FOX, Indianapolis at
Miami, noon. CBS.

Wednesday-Houston at
Phoenix, 7:00 p.m., TBS.
Thursday-Dallas at Chicago,
7:30 p.m., FSC.
Saturday-Milwaukee at
Chicago, 7:30 p.m., WGN.

Tuesday-Chicago at Ottawa,
6:00 p.m., FSC.
Friday-Detroit at Chicago, 7:00
p.m.
Saturday-Chicago at Boston,
6:00 p.m., FSC.

